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Cartoon with english subtitles free

5:02 Peppa will learn how to make some pottery. 4:45 Peppa is going to a slumber party. 6 pages Videos total: 138 2 comments Bright colors, tons of action, animation, upbeat music, tons of humor — looks like you've found some English cartoons! You turned on the TV looking for a good English program
to learn English, and a child's cartoon is on. Wait, don't change the channel! There is so much you can learn from children's content. You can use children's drawings to learn English, as well as other programs or movies. Sometimes they're even better! We know what you're thinking. Aren't cartoons just
for kids? No, not at all! Many cartoons are fun for all ages to watch. Not all cartoons are for kids, either — The Simpsons and Family Guy may be cartoons, but both contain a lot of violence and inappropriate jokes that are definitely not for kids. Even some cartoons that are for kids have several layers that
can give them a completely different meaning when an adult watches them. For example, only this short Adventure Hour clip has themes of marriage, love, loss, and creepy stalkers (people who follow you everywhere). A child may think it's silly, but an adult might find it even disturbing! Take disney
movies as another example. As this video from the fluentu YouTube channel pointed out, Disney movies are a great opportunity for family language learning, especially as the animated resources of recent years have begun to appeal to older demographics as well. For more recommendations for English
language learning movies, be sure to subscribe to the FluentU youTube channel.Why learn from cartoons? So you decided to watch a children's drawing to improve your English. That's a great idea. Here's why: Cartoon voice actors clearly enunciate. This means that they pronounce their words well so
that everyone can understand them. Many children's cartoons focus on social interactions, so you can listen to some real-world conversations and phrases. Children's cartoons use words that are simple enough for low-level English students to understand, but also release many challenging new words for
more advanced students. If you're watching a program for very young children, these programs are often repetitive—they repeat words, phrases, and even entire sentence structures. They are usually short, about 20 minutes long. Sometimes each episode is divided into two halves of 10 minutes each.
Cartoons are perfect if you are looking for a fun way to learn. And speaking of fun... So get up to it and find a fun cartoon! You can start with these 13 Martha SpeaksWhat is: Martha Fala is a show about a dog that learns to talk after eating some alphabet soup. This program is intended to teach new
words, and each episode has vocabulary words explained before and after the episode. These words are used several times during the episode so you will never forget them. The best thing about Martha Speaks, however, is how smart she is. This show no no its content just because it's for kids. Instead,
it's very funny to watch. Even the opening credits are silly! Where you can watch: PBS Kids and YouTube.2. Word GirlWhat is: Word Girl is another program that teaches vocabulary words. In this show, a superhero fights bandits through the power of words. The episodes are drawn in a very unique style
and they explain new English vocabulary words as they use them. It's another silly show that's a lot of fun to watch at any age — just check out this clip and you'll see what we mean. Where you can watch: PBS Kids and YouTube.3. DokiWhat it is: it's time for the expedition! An expedition is a trip or a trip,
and Doki and his friends go on one every episode. Doki and his team explore different parts of the world and learn about new cultures and words associated with them. This is a fun cartoon if you want to learn about not only new words, but also new cultures. Where you can watch: Amazon Prime4.
Postcards from BusterWhat is: If you like to learn about cultures and travel but don't like Doki's style, you can enjoy Postcards From Buster instead. This show stars Buster, the bunny from another children's show called Arthur. Arthur is mostly about social interactions and friendship, but Buster's show is
about his travels around the world with his father. Postcards From Buster has an interesting style that mixes cartoons with videos of real people, as you can see in this preview of the episode. It's a good way to see some cartoons and real people talking. Where you can watch: PBS Kids.5. Adventure Time
What is it: Adventure Hour is a very strange show. It's the kind of show where, as they say, you either love or hate. It is an energetic cartoon about a boy and his very elastic dog, who go on adventures in a magical land together, fight monsters and learn the importance of friendship. Adventure Time is one
of those layered shows —sometimes it doesn't feel like a children's show. He also has some invented words, so watch out for those! Otherwise, it's a great fantasy show with natural dialogues that can go from normal to weird in seconds. Where you can watch: Cartoon Network has some full episodes
available, and more can be found on YouTube.6. Regular ShowWhat it is: Regular Show is another program that looks more like it should be for adults. This drawing is about human animals and other varied characters who work in a park and get into all kinds of bad situations, usually because of their
laziness. Like Adventure Time, Regular Show is a bit strange, and has some jokes that kids wouldn't understand (understand). Unlike Adventure Hour, this show has very dry humor. If Adventure Time isn't for you, this one might be! Where you can watch: Cartoon Network has some episodes available,
and there is more to be found on YouTube.7. Cartoon Clips in FluentUO which is: Did you know you can watch children's cartoons on FluentU? Watch videos, videos, see all the spoken words and their definitions on the screen, right here on FluentU. There are many different designs to choose from, such
as this story about the zoo or this trailer for the remake of the classic children's drawing The Magic School Bus. There are many different types of videos in FluentU besides cartoons, as you can see here:FluentU makes it easy to watch and understand native English videos with interactive subtitles. Tap
or click any word to see what it means, learn how to use it, listen to it, and more. For example, if you touch the word brought, then you'll see this:You can learn the vocabulary of any video with fluentu's fun tests. Swipe left or right to see more examples for the word you're learning. Videos are organized by
genre and level, so it's super easy to find the ones that work for you. FluentU also tracks your learning, so you suggest videos and examples that are perfect for you. Start using fluentU on the website or download the FluentU app from the iTunes store or the Google Play store. Where you can watch:
FluentU8. Dexter's Lab What is It: Dexter is a genius kid with a secret lab where he invents all kinds of amazing technologies. If your sister Dee Dee doesn't destroy them all first! This show is a little older than the others, but it's so funny and charming these days. Dexter's Lab doesn't teach words, but
Dexter is extremely intelligent and he speaks like that, using bigger, more complicated words (and a German accent!). Where you can watch: Cartoon Network9. Phineas and FerbO which is: Phineas and Ferb are half-brothers who are having a crazy summer adventure. Each episode follows the same
formula, so it's easy to keep up, and repeats many of the same phrases and words. Sometimes they even invade the music! Phineas and Ferb are always doing creative and scientific things that people say they shouldn't do because they're too young. It's a good reminder that you can do anything if you
try hard enough - a good thing to remember when you're learning English! Where you can watch: Amazon Prime10. Inspector GadgetWhat it is: Inspector Gadget is clumsy and terrible in his job as a secret agent, but he's also a robot, so it's not really his fault. This old cartoon has very fun animations and
silly moments. This show has a lot of action! Netflix has brought Inspector Gadget back in an exclusive remake available only through a Netflix subscription. It's as fun and silly as the older version, and even throws a lot of references to pop culture —a must-see watch if you have Netflix Instant.Where you
can watch: Watch the new show on Netflix with a subscription. You can also find the old episodes in Vudu or Amazon.11. Young Titans or Young Judges (and other superhero programs)What is it: You probably Batman and Superman, but what about the smaller superheroes like Robin? There are some
programs that focus on teen and young superheroes —like Young Titans or Young Justice. These shows are are and are perfect if you prefer your designs a little darker (especially Young Justice). There are many bandits fighting and trying to destroy the world, but there are also everyday problems and
issues like friendships and relationships. Thanks to this, dialogue is very natural and easy to learn. Where you can watch: Young Justice can be found on Netflix, Teen Titans is found on Cartoon Network.12. Avatar: The Last ArO Bender which is: Avatar: The Last Air Bender is a fantastic anime. Anime is
a type of cartoon that is made in Japan, and usually has a very recognizable style: huge eyes, not many details on the face and crazy-colored hair. Of course, not every anime looks like this, and Avatar is one of those animes that looks wonderful even if you're not a fan of anime. Avatar tells an epic story
about a nation divided into war and a young man who has the power to stop the fight and bring peace to earth. It's a wonderful show that's loved by kids and adults, and has lots of conversations and lots of action —and some silly moments, of course. Best of all, it has an interesting story that will keep you
wanting to watch more. Where you can watch: Nickelodeon.13. The Wild ThornsWhat it is: Eliza is a normal 12-year-old girl who can talk to animals. This is a good trick to know when her parents film nature documentaries, but it's hard for her, since she has to keep it a secret. She gets into crazy
situations with her family. Did we mention that her best friend is a chimpanzee? Where you can watch: Amazon PrimeChildren cartoons are fun to watch and educational. Check out our recommendations for practicing listening to English and having fun while you're at it! If you liked this post, something
tells me that you will love FluentU, the best way to learn English with real world videos. Experience immersion in English online! Online!
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